Partner Checklist

With your partner discuss the following:

- State three physical and three human characteristics of Cyprus
- Explain the term physical and cultural region and how they apply to Cyprus
- Explain why Cyprus is a divided country

Write the name of each partner on a line. Place your initials on the line next to each item your partner is able to do.

Partner ______________________________

_____ Can give three physical characteristics of Cyprus
_____ Can give three human characteristics of Cyprus
_____ Can explain what is a physical region.
_____ Can explain what is a cultural region.
_____ Can tell me the two cultural regions of Cyprus.
_____ Can explain why Cyprus is a divided country.

Partner ______________________________

_____ Can give three physical characteristics of Cyprus
_____ Can give three human characteristics of Cyprus
_____ Can explain what is a physical region.
_____ Can explain what is a cultural region.
_____ Can tell me the two cultural regions of Cyprus.
_____ Can explain why Cyprus is a divided country.